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We quantitatively study the critical onset of layering in suspensions of nanoparticles in a solvent, where
an initially homogeneous suspension, subject to an effective gravity a in a centrifuge, spontaneously forms
well-defined layers of constant particle density, so that the density changes in a staircaselike manner along
the axis of gravity. This phenomenon is well known; yet, it has never been quantitatively studied under
reproducible conditions: therefore, its physical mechanism remained controversial and the role of thermal
diffusion in this phenomenon was never explored. We demonstrate that the number of layers forming in the
sample exhibits a critical scaling as a function of a; a critical dependence on sample height and transverse
temperature gradient is established as well. We reproduce our experiments by theoretical calculations,
which attribute the layering to a diffusion-limited convective instability, fully elucidating the physical
mechanism of layering.
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Sedimentation of micro- and nano-particles in a solvent
under gravity is common in bio- and nano-technology [1],
occurring in a wide range of geophysical systems [2]
and limiting the shelf life of food products and pharmaceuticals [3]. Sedimentation is also widely used as an analytical
tool for industrial, medical [4], and research applications
[5–7]. Under most common experimental conditions, the
density of particles in a sedimenting fluid suspension is a
continuous function of time and spatial coordinates [8].
However, occasionally, the density of particles develops
multiple (roughly) equispaced plateaus, thus adopting a
staircaselike appearance along the axis of sedimentation.
This phenomenon, called “layering” or “stratification,”
has been known for more than a century [9–11]. Yet,
most previous experimental realizations of this effect
employed micron-sized particles [10,12,13], for which the
layer structure is highly sensitive to tiny temperature gradients [10,12,14], prohibiting extraction of quantitative
experimental information. Other experiments employed
particles with high or unknown polydispersity [6,9], which
limited the availability of interpretable experimental data. As
a result, the physical mechanism of layering in sedimenting
suspensions remained ambiguous [15], with several competing theoretical scenarios attributing the layering to either
Burger’s shock formation [16], spinodal decomposition [12],
vertical streaming flows [2], spontaneous formation of magic
number clusters [6,14,17], long-range hydrodynamic interactions [18,19], or convective instability [10,20]. Quantitative
experimental information, which would allow the true
mechanism of layering to be unequivocally identified, was
missing.
We follow the full dynamics of layer formation in
sedimenting suspensions of several different types of
nanoparticles in various organic solvents subjected to an
0031-9007=14=112(18)=188301(5)

effective gravity in a centrifuge, employing light transmission (LT) through the samples. We demonstrate that by
using nanoparticles, the layering phenomena are much
more robust than in the previous studies [10,20]; this
system allows quantitative and reproducible measurements
to be collected with our experimental setup. Furthermore,
this setup allows the effective gravity a, measured in the
units of g ¼ 9.8 m=s2 , to be varied; we use it to study the
critical onset of the layering effect, where pattern formation
by layering overcomes the significant thermal diffusion of
the nanoparticles. We demonstrate that in this regime, the
number of layers N in a sample exhibits a unique powerlaw scaling as a function of a and the height H of initial
suspensions; the dependence on H of the critical effective
gravity ac, below which the layers do not form, is explored
as well. We reproduce most of our observations by numerical
calculations, employing a hydrodynamical model that attributes the layering to a convective instability [10,20]. We
suggest that the spontaneous layering in suspensions of
nanoparticles may serve as a basis for future analytical
techniques for nanoscale colloids, and may have important
applications in self-assembly of metamaterials.
We prepare Cu@Ag and pure Ag nanoparticles, stabilized by either an oleylamine or a dodecanethiol surface
monolayer [21], and suspend them in pure hexane or
heptane at a low volume fraction c0 ¼ 10−4 − 10−3 ; these
particles form promising inks for inkjet printing [21]. The
average diameter σ and size distributions PðσÞ of the
particles are measured by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Most samples exhibit a simple Gaussian PðσÞ,
peaking between 10 and 20 nm, with a width of ∼4 nm (see
Supplemental Material [22]). We load the initially homogeneous fluid suspension into an analytical tabletop centrifuge (Lumifuge), where a is in the range 200 < a < 2500.
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Our centrifuge measures LT profiles IðxÞ through the
suspension in real time during the centrifugation, as shown
in Fig. 1. The cooling element of our setup, positioned at
the bottom, sets the direction of the temperature gradient
ẑ [23], so that the temperature drop over the sample is
~ ≈ 0.4 K [22]. We fill our suspensions into polyamide
Δ
cuvettes to a height 5 < H < 35 mm; the cuvettes are then
loaded horizontally into the centrifuge.
The suspension is initially homogeneous and opaque for
LT. Sedimentation of particles by effective gravity forms a
particle-free supernatant region in the sample (on the left
hand side of Fig. 1); LT through this region is >95%. For
silica colloids [24,25] in ethanol, the supernatant is separated from the sedimenting suspension by a relatively
sharp interface, or sedimentation front, which propagates
along the effective gravity at a constant speed v0 , for which
the centrifugal force is balanced by the Stokes drag [7], see
Fig. 2(a). With nanoparticles, the sedimentation front gets
increasingly smeared at short times due to their significant
polydispersity [green dotted curve in Fig. 2(b)]. Strikingly,
a staircaselike variation of transmission is then developed
[Fig. 2(b)], indicating formation of distinct layers of
constant density [10,12,13]. This effect cannot be attributed
to particle size or shape segregation [9], as PðσÞ of our
particles is single peaked (Fig. S9) and the particles appear
rounded by TEM [22]. Similarly, particle clustering
[6,14,17] is excluded, as it does not produce uniform steps
in LT; also, sedimentation velocities of compact n-particle
clusters scale as n2=3 [26], while the experimental velocities
of plateau boundaries are all very close together [10,12].
Varying the interparticle potentials by changing the particles’ surface layer from oleylamine to dodecanethiol, or
replacing hexane with heptane, does not significantly alter
the appearance of layers; increasing particle density makes
the layering vanish. Both of these observations rule out the
aggregation scenario.
More recent studies [10,20] suggest that the layering is
driven by a convective instability. In particular, a tiny
thermal gradient normal to the sedimentation axis was
conjectured [10] so that the two sides of the sample are at a

FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. An optically transparent cuvette (2 × 8 × 50 mm), loaded with the suspension
(orange) is centrifuged in the xy plane; the centrifugal acceleration is a ≡ ax̂. The sample is illuminated with a planar sheet of
light at 870 nm (vertical red lines). LT profiles are measured with
a position sensitive detector (PSD). Thick down-oriented arrows
indicate the heat flow direction.
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~ this increases the average gravitemperature difference Δ;
metric density of the suspension on one side of the cuvette
by δρ, resulting in an increased sedimentation rate on that
side [inset to Fig. 3(a)]. For a homogeneous sample, an
individual convection roll should form, spanning the whole
sample. However, when the initial particle density cðxÞ is
sloped, the average gravimetric density of the suspension
(with the particles included) ρðxÞ is sloped as well. As a
result, the densities on both the cold and the hot sides of the
cuvette will match again [20] if the sides are mutually
shifted by a distance Λ ¼ δρðdρ=dxÞ−1 along g. This sets
the width of the layers to be roughly equal to Λ; a more
accurate estimate requires the full details of roll formation
dynamics to be taken into account [20]. Once the convection rolls form, the particle density within each roll is
homogenized and levels of equal density flatten out, giving
rise to a staircaselike appearance of transmission profiles,
such as in Fig. 2(b). According to this model, the layering
phenomenon is an example of a spontaneous symmetry
breaking, akin to the Belousov-Zhabotinsky patterns in
chemistry or the Liesegang layers in geology [11,27]. Since
~ may be sufficient for the layering to
even very small Δ
~ inside the centrifuge is
occur, a direct measurement of Δ
challenging; yet, as in previous works [10], we could
almost completely eliminate the layering by thermal shielding of the samples, which were wrapped for that purpose
with a copper foil (see Fig. S1 [22]). More interestingly, the
layering phenomenon is notoriously sensitive to the shape
of PðσÞ. We could selectively eliminate the layering in a part
of the suspension by truncating the low-σ wing of particle
size distribution [22]. Remarkably, the asymmetry of PðσÞ
is difficult to measure in nanoparticles by either classical
light scattering [28,29] or modern analytical centrifugation

FIG. 2 (color online). LT profiles along the sedimenting suspensions, obtained for a suspension of (a) silica colloids
(σ ≈ 0.5 μm) and (b) Cu@Ag nanoparticles. Profiles corresponding to different time points after the beginning of the centrifugation
are overlayed such that the time separation between subsequent
curves is 30 sec in (a) and 112 sec in (b); H ¼ 29 mm. While the
profiles in (a) are monotonic, they adopt a steplike shape in (b)
at long centrifugation times, indicating the onset of layering.
A solid sediment is formed for x=H > 0.95, blocking the LT
in this region. The same data are shown animated in the
Supplemental Material [22].
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The experimental number of layers N
observed in samples of different initial height H (see labels)
varies as a function of the effective gravity a; no layering is
observed for a < ac. Inset: Transverse temperature gradient
induces a sedimentation velocity difference between sample edges.
Velocities, in the frame comoving with the center of mass of the
suspension, are represented by white arrows; color map represents
the temperature. (b) For a constant a ¼ 1.6 × 103 , N increases
with H; no layering occurs for H < H c ¼ 8 mm. Inset: The
sedimentation front velocities of Ag nanoparticles at short centrifugation times, as a function of the particle mass fraction
Cm
0 ≈ 15C0 , normalized by the sedimentation velocity of a free
particle v0 . (c) The critical threshold for layering scales as
ac ∝ H−4=3 ; the fitted exponent accuracy is 0.06. Inset: Experimental (open squares) and theoretical (solid rhombii) N coincide,
plotted as a function of dimensionless offset τ of the temperature
gradient.

methods [5], while TEM can only be carried out with dried
particles. Therefore, the unique sensitivity of layering to
this asymmetry suggests that new analytical techniques
exploiting the layering patterns at preset temperature
gradients may be developed, which would allow full
characterization of PðσÞ in fluids.
As a more direct and quantitative test of the convective
instability model, we exploit the high reproducibility of the
layering transition and the variability of sedimentation
velocity in a centrifuge to study the critical conditions
for the onset of layering; such a test was impossible in
earlier experiments, where even the radiated body heat of
the experimenter was sufficient to destroy the layer pattern
[10,12], making it very challenging to collect quantitative
experimental results. As the simplest quantitative measure
of layering, we count the number of layers N appearing in
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the sample of initial height H. Strikingly, the number of
layers exhibits a critical scaling N ∝ ja − ac j0.390.05 , as
shown in Fig. 3(a); the overlapping open red and solid
magenta circles [Fig. 3(a)], obtained for different samples,
demonstrate good reproducibility. N is directly proportional to H, except for the fine staircaselike structure due to
the integer nature of N [see Fig. 3(b)]; this indicates that the
critical thickness of an individual layer, before the next
layer starts forming, is independent of the sample size. For
H < Hc , the distance passed by the sedimentation front is
small, so its broadening is negligible and the resulting
particle concentration gradient dc=dx is too steep for the
layering to occur [22]. More surprising is the ac ðHÞ scaling
[Fig. 3(c)]; as the maximal broadening of the sedimentation
front for a given H does not depend on a, we carry out a full
numerical solution of a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the convective instability [10,20], in
an attempt to account for the observed scaling.
For nanoparticles in a solvent, the Reynolds numbers are
small, and the equations of motion for an incompressible
fluid in Stokes approximation are ∇p ¼ ρðν▵u þ gaÞ and
∇ · u ¼ 0, where u is the convection velocity and p is the
pressure [20,30]; here the suspension is treated as an effective
medium of kinematic viscosity ν. For the particles, the mass
conservation is [20] c_ þ u · ∇c þ v0 · ∇c ¼ D▵c, where the
hindrance of dynamics by particle crowding [31] was
neglected in our range of c and D is the diffusion coefficient
of the nanoparticles. Retaining the c and T dependence in the
forcing term [20], we obtain (to the leading order) from the
~
equation of motion ∇p ¼ ρν▵u þ Δρcga − ð2dÞ−1 zβρΔga,
where β ≈ 10−3 °C−1 is the coefficient of thermal expansion
and 2d ¼ 2 mm is the thickness of our cuvettes (Fig. 1). To
reduce the problem to one spatial dimension, an approximate
solution along z conforming with the geometry of roll
formation is guessed [20]; this is known as the Galerkin
method. The dimensionless version of the resulting PDE
[22] includes only four parameters: α ≡ jv0 j=U, γ ≡ σ=2d,
2
~
δ ≡ D=jv0 jd, and c0 , where U ≡ βΔgad
=ν sets the scale
2
of convection velocities, jv0 j ¼ Δρσ ga=18νρ0 , and Δρ is
the excess gravimetric density of the particles, compared to
that of the solvent ρ0 ; the dimensionless time is tr ≡ tjv0 j=d.
~ ¼ 0.1 K, employing the finite
We solve the equations for Δ
difference method, with hard boundary conditions set at the
high-x end of the cuvette. For the layering to occur, we use a
linearly sloping cðxÞ ¼ c0 ½1 þ pðx − H=2Þ for the initial
conditions, where we choose p ¼ 0.16 cm−1 ; this is comparable to the experimental cðxÞ, which is significantly
broadened due to particle polydispersity prior to the onset of
layering [Fig. 2(b)]. The PDE exhibit formation of density
layers; the layers move along the effective gravity and disappear as they reach the bottom of the sample, where a dense
sediment forms [22]. The total number of layers forming
in a sample N scales as N ∝ ja − ac j0.300.01 [Fig. 4(a)], in
good agreement with the experiment, which validates the
theoretical model. To collapse together data obtained for
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) The theoretical number of layers N in
samples of different height H (see legend) exhibits a critical
behavior as a function of the effective gravity a. Inset: Same data
on a log-log scale. N is scaled by N max to make all data collapse
together; N max values are shown in (b). (c) The scaling of the
critical threshold for layering ac ∝ H −0.240.06 is less steep than in
experiment [see Fig. 3(c)]. Our PDE are stiff and numerical
divergences occur when the layers become exceedingly sharp; to
avoid this numerical instability, we set d ¼ 0.2 mm [22].

different values of H, we scale each NðaÞ curve by an
arbitrary N max, as shown in Fig. 4(a). These N max values
are linear in H, see Fig. 4(b), much like in the experiment
[Fig. 3(b)]. According to our theoretical model, the critical
sample size for layering is H ¼ 0; this is reasonable, as a
finite distance Hc is required in the experiment for the
sedimentation front propagation to develop the linear cðxÞ
profile, used as the initial condition for our PDE. Thus,
overall, the agreement of this model with the experiment is
very good; the only exception is the theoretical ac ðHÞ
scaling [Fig. 4(c)], which is quantitatively different from
the experimental one; this suggests that a more elaborate
theoretical model, possibly taking into account the spread
of experimental sedimentation velocities due to polydispersity, both before and after the onset of layering, may be
needed to reproduce the experimental observations in full
detail.
The good agreement of these PDE with the experiment
allows the role of thermal diffusion in this system to be
investigated. The calculated average layer width λ⋆ ≡ λðt⋆ Þ
⋆
at theponset
a diffusive scaling
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ⋆ﬃ of layering t ¼ t exhibits
⋆
λ ∼ Dt [22], suggesting that t⋆ may be determined by a
competition between convection and p
diffusion.
For a given
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
time t, structural details finer than Dt are smeared by
diffusion, while the typical length scale for structure formation by the convection rolls is proportional to Ut. At t ¼ t⋆
both effects are balanced, so that t⋆ ¼ DU−2 . In our PDE, D
and a appear only through the ratio D=a, which leads us to
assume that the scaling of the dimensionless t⋆ is
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t⋆r ∼ ðD=aÞμ . In such case, t⋆ ∼ a−1 ðD=aÞμ , which is indeed
obtained in Figs. S8 (b),(c) for μ ≈ −0.3 [22]. Combined
with the above, we obtain λ⋆ ∼ ðD=aÞðμþ1Þ=2 ∼ ðD=aÞ0.35 ,
so that N ∼ 1=λ⋆ ∼ ða=DÞ0.35 ; this is in perfect agreement
with the experiment [Fig. 3(a)] and emphasizes the role of D,
which is much higher in our nanoparticles compared to
emulsions employed in earlier work [10]. Finally, we
~ for this purpose,
systematically vary N by tuning of Δ;
we introduce a static electrically heated copper plate above
~ exp
the sample, controlling the temperature offset Δ
between this plate and the cooling element (Fig. 1). The
results are shown together with the theoretical N in the
~ −Δ
~ c Þ=ðΔ
~ c þ BÞ; Δ
~c
inset to Fig. 3(c), where τ ≡ ðΔ
~
is the value of Δ at the onset of layering, and B ¼ 0
for the theoretical data. To account for the difference
~ exp and Δ,
~ we fit B ¼ 120 K as a free parabetween Δ
~ →Δ
~ exp and
meter for the experimental data, replacing Δ
~
~
Δc → Δc;exp ≈ 0.9 in the expression for τ. The perfect
agreement thus obtained for NðτÞ, which necessitated a full
solution of the PDEs and could not be guessed from the
above-mentioned simplistic scaling of Λ, is a strong
support for our theoretical model. Though in other
sedimentation instabilities, driven by hydrodynamic interactions, finite wave number structures form for D > 0
~ dependence is unique; future
[18,19], the observed Δ
experiments should allow λ to be measured at the steady
state conditions (t ≫ t⋆ ) and compared with the predictions of our model and other theoretical scalings [18,19].
The formation of convection rolls, demonstrated to be
the physical mechanism of layering, modifies the sedimentation hydrodynamics. In particular, the sedimentation
velocity, which is supposed to follow the classical
vðcÞ ¼ v0 ð1 − 6.55c0 Þ Batchelor’s law [26] at c0 ≪ 1, is
modified in our case even for t ≪ t⋆ ; see inset to Fig. 3(b),
where the slope jdvðcÞ=dcj exceeds the Batchelor’s law
prediction by a factor of ∼20. Other hydrodynamic
instability has recently been demonstrated to increase
the absolute value of vðcÞ for macroscopic spheres under
confinement [32]. These observations call for more
advanced theoretical models to describe the early stages
of sedimentation.
In conclusion, we have employed suspensions of nanoparticles to obtain a reproducible and controllable layering,
and have followed the critical scaling laws and compared
them with theory, demonstrating a semiquantitative agreement; this proves that the formation of layers is driven by a
convective instability, which competes with thermal diffusion. Other mechanisms, suggested in earlier works, are
incompatible with our observations. Finally, the achieved
understanding of the basic physics of layering, and also the
observed reproducibility of this effect with nanoparticles,
open a broad perspective for future research exploring
similar phenomena in the presence of particle crowding, in
non-Newtonian solvents, in complex temperature fields,
and in cuvettes of nontrivial geometry; a wide range of
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objectives can thus be pursued, from the basic science of
fluid and solid [7] sediments to the development of
analytical methods for nanoparticle characterization and
nanopatterning technologies.
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